
 

 

Discover the Unseen: Unveiling the 
Hidden Gems of Samson Tours 

 

Experience Unmatched Excellence in Atlanta Charter Bus Services 

Introduction 

Samson Tours, a trusted leader in Atlanta charter bus services for 40 years, invites 
you to embark on a journey like no other. With a commitment to excellence and a 
passion for delivering premium transportation solutions, Samson Tours ensures a 
seamless and enjoyable travel experience for groups of any size. From school field 
trips to corporate events, sports teams to film productions, Samson Tours has the 
resources and expertise to cater to diverse transportation needs. We connect your 
people with the places they want to go. Remember, getting there is half the fun. 

 

The Samson Difference: Unparalleled Services 

 

At Samson Tours, we understand that every trip is unique and requires a 

personalized approach. Our dedicated team of professionals has moved millions of 

people over the last 40 years, and we take pride in offering a comprehensive range 

of services to meet your specific requirements. Whether you're planning a family 

reunion, a business conference, or a sports event, Samson Tours is here to make 

your journey a success. 

 

1. Charter Bus Services for Every Occasion 

No matter the size of your group, Samson Tours has the perfect transportation 
solution for you. Our fleet includes a variety of vehicles, including first-class motor 
coaches, mini-coaches, shuttle buses, and school buses. Each coach is 
meticulously maintained, ensuring a clean and comfortable ride for all passengers. 
With options like Wi-Fi, coolers stocked with refreshing beverages, and an Onsite 
Coordinator available upon request, Samson Tours goes the extra mile to enhance 
your travel experience. 

 

2. Safe and Courteous Drivers 

We believe that a great journey begins with a skilled and professional driver. That's 
why Samson Tours trains all our coach, shuttle, and school bus drivers to adhere to 
the highest standards of safety, courtesy, and timeliness. Our drivers are well-



 

 

versed in navigating Atlanta's bustling streets, leaving you free to relax and enjoy the 
ride without the hassles of parking, traffic, and navigation. 

 

3. Sports, Film, Field Trips, and more 

With our extensive experience in transportation, Samson Tours is the preferred 
choice for sports teams, visiting collegiate groups, and the rapidly growing Georgia 
film industry. We understand the unique requirements of each industry and provide 
tailored transportation solutions to ensure a seamless experience. Whether you're 
organizing a school field trip, coordinating transportation for a film production, or 
supporting a sports team, Samson Tours has the resources and expertise to meet 
your needs. 

 

Explore Our Fleet: Unmatched Comfort and Convenience 

Our fleet is designed to provide the utmost comfort and convenience for our 
passengers. Each vehicle undergoes rigorous safety inspections and is certified by 
the Department of Defense, ensuring your peace of mind throughout your journey. 
Here are some of the features you can expect when traveling with Samson Tours: 

 

Vehicle 
Type 

Features 

Motor 
Coaches 

- Air conditioning 
- Restrooms 
- Onboard Wi-Fi (available upon request) 
- Coolers stocked with Coca-Cola® soft drinks and bottled 
water (available upon request) 
- Onsite Coordinator (available upon request) 

Mini-
Coaches 

- Air conditioning 
- Onboard Wi-Fi (available upon request) 
- Coolers stocked with Coca-Cola® soft drinks and bottled 
water (available upon request) 

Shuttle 
Buses 

- Air conditioning 
- Onboard Wi-Fi (available upon request) 
- Coolers stocked with Coca-Cola® soft drinks and bottled 
water (available upon request) 

School 
Buses 

- Air conditioning (available upon request) 
- Onboard Wi-Fi (available upon request) 



 

 

 

Note: Additional amenities are available upon request and may be subject to an 
additional fee. 

 

Unveiling Unforgettable Experiences: Our Services in Action 

 

1. School Field Trips: Inspiring Young Minds 

Samson Tours takes pride in providing safe and reliable transportation for school 
field trips. Our experienced drivers ensure that students reach their destinations on 
time, allowing teachers and chaperones to focus on creating meaningful educational 
experiences. With our extensive knowledge of Atlanta's attractions, we can help you 
plan an itinerary that combines fun and learning, making every field trip a 
memorable adventure. 

 

2. Sports Events: Championing Success on and off the Field 

 

From little league teams to professional athletes, Samson Tours has been the 
trusted transportation partner for countless sports events in Atlanta. We understand 
the unique needs of sports teams and provide reliable, comfortable transportation to 
help athletes perform at their best. Our spacious coaches accommodate teams of all 
sizes, ensuring a smooth and hassle-free journey to and from the game. Let us take 
care of the logistics so that you can focus on achieving victory. 

 

3. Film Productions: Lights, Camera, Action! 

 

As the Georgia film industry continues to thrive, Samson Tours has emerged as a 

preferred transportation provider for film productions. Our fleet of vehicles, including 

mini-coaches and shuttle buses, offers flexible options for transporting cast, crew, 

and equipment. We understand the time-sensitive nature of film production and work 

closely with production studios to meet tight deadlines. Let us be your reliable 

partner behind the scenes, ensuring a smooth and efficient transportation 

experience. 

 

4. Corporate Events: Elevating Business Travel 

 

Planning a corporate event? Samson Tours is here to make your event a resounding 

success. Whether you're organizing a conference, seminar, or team building retreat, 



 

 

our professional transportation services will ensure a seamless experience for all 

attendees. Our spacious motor coaches provide a comfortable and productive 

environment, allowing participants to network, relax, or prepare for the day ahead. 

Trust Samson Tours to handle the logistics while you focus on delivering a 

remarkable event. 

 

Request a Quote: Your Journey Begins Here 

 

Ready to embark on a journey with Samson Tours? Request a quote today and let 

our team of experts tailor a transportation solution that meets your unique needs. 

We pride ourselves on our excellent customer service, attention to detail, and 

commitment to exceeding expectations. Whether you're traveling with a small group 

or organizing a large-scale event, Samson Tours is your trusted partner for all your 

transportation needs in Atlanta. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Discover the unseen and unlock the hidden gems of Atlanta with Samson Tours. 

With 40 years of experience, we have established ourselves as a trusted leader in 

the charter bus industry. From school field trips to corporate events, transporting our 

nations military, sports competitions to film productions, we provide unmatched 

excellence in transportation services. Experience the Samson difference today and 

let us elevate your journey to new heights. Contact us now to plan your next 

adventure! 

 

Additional Information: 

At Samson Tours, we offer a range of additional services that people may not 
realize. In addition to our charter bus services, we also provide airport 
transportation, wedding transportation, and customized tours of Atlanta's landmarks 
and attractions. Whether you're flying into Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Airport and need a reliable transfer to your hotel or planning a special wedding 
celebration, Samson Tours has the expertise and resources to make your 
experience extraordinary. Let us be your trusted transportation partner for all your 
unique needs. 

 

 



 

 

 

 


